SUPER SQUIRREL CHALLENGE

Birds love birdseed. But guess who else loves it? Squirrels! Squirrels are clever and determined. If they want birdseed, they will do anything to get it. Can you design a bird feeder that lets the birds get the seeds while keeping out the squirrels?

Collect all the books starring ROSIE REVERE!

READ. QUESTION. THINK. THE QUESTIONEERS

BE AN ARCHITECT LIKE IGGY PECK

Iggy Peck loves to draw, color, and design! Color in the picture below and use your imagination to help Iggy finish his creation!

Collect all the books starring IGGY PECK!

READ. QUESTION. THINK. THE QUESTIONEERS
**SENSORY EXPERIMENTS**

We experience a place using each of our senses. How it looks is important, but what about how it feels? Are the surfaces smooth? Rough? Uneven? Shiny?

We use other senses, too. Add something to this house that will make it smell good. (A flower garden? A perfume fan? A stink removing system?)

And add something that will make it sound special, too. Wind chimes? A bee hive?

**MAKE ADA TWIST, ROSIE REVERE, AND IGGY PECK FINGER PUPPETS!**

1. Cut along the dotted lines.
2. Roll the bottom half of the finger puppets into a tube just big enough for your finger to fit inside.
3. Tape or glue the tube ends together.
4. Zowie! You’ve got finger puppets of a great scientist, architect, and engineer.

Collect all the picture books starring IGGY PECK, ROSIE REVERE, AND ADA TWIST!
SUPER SQUIRREL CHALLENGE

Birds love birdseed. But guess who else loves it? Squirrels! Squirrels are clever and determined. If they want birdseed, they will do anything to get it. Can you design a bird feeder that lets the birds get the seeds while keeping out the squirrels?

BE AN ARCHITECT LIKE IGGY PECK

Iggy Peck loves to draw, color, and design! Color in the picture below and use your imagination to help Iggy finish his creation!
WEATHER VS. CLIMATE

It is important to know the difference between weather and climate. Sometimes people point to a very cold day or a snowstorm and say that the earth is not warming. They are confusing weather and climate.

Weather is how the atmosphere behaves over a short period of time. It includes things like air temperature, wind direction and speed, rain or snow or other precipitation, and atmospheric pressure.

Climate is the weather pattern of a particular area over a relatively long amount of time—at least thirty years, according to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), though climate data over a much longer period is used when it is available.

Use this chart to keep track of the weather where you live for one week. Gather the information from the local newspaper or news station. If you kept these records for many, many decades, you could get a picture of the climate where you live.
BE A LEADER!

Sofia Valdez led the way to help Blue River Creek get a new place to play.

Write or doodle some of the things YOU can do to help your town get better and better!
MAKE ADA TWIST, ROSIE REVERE, IGGY PECK, AND SOFIA VALDEZ FINGER PUPPETS!

1. Cut along the dotted lines.
2. Roll the bottom edges of the finger puppet toward each other, creating a tube just big enough for your finger to fit inside.
3. Tape or glue the tube ends together.
4. Zowie! You’ve got finger puppets of a great scientist, architect, engineer, and activist.

Collect all the Questioneers picture books!

ADA TWIST

IGGY PECK

ROSIE REVERE

SOFIA VALDEZ
Sofia Valdez and the citizens of Blue River Creek are petitioning to get rid of Mount Trashmore.

Design your own picket sign and join their cause! Or create one that speaks to something YOU believe in.
MAZE ACTIVITY

Help Sofia Valdez navigate City Hall so she can get approval to build Citizens’ Park.

START

FINISH

FOLLOW THE QUESTIONEERS ON ALL OF THEIR ADVENTURES
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By Andrea Beaty. Illustrations © David Roberts
In *Iggy Peck and the Mysterious Mansion*, the aunt of Iggy’s friend Ada Twist inherits a house! If you were to inherit your dream house, what would it look like? Draw it below!
WORD SEARCH

Good gracious, Ignatius!
There are 15 phrases hidden in this puzzle. Can you find them all?

FBPVTSPGEXJYIDZAHCLBC
FYLIBFYMPSOIEREVEYBPUL
LHQQYXVDCTMCSEOJNIXCOWKJ
GZWGZMOYZSYODMTIGGYPECKTC
CQGLTJYBFRXGIFXMQDKAUVVN
PBULERIVERCREEKHDHRTEDGBM
PTMJMBCFAMUOUYLEHMQTSKO
DVEUYBCTILVVOLHYCEJKUVHSO
QVIGSFTLTRULJBPJHREIEKOP
EQQITTHPAEICAKNCEBVMSBEJ
BBUREMISZHABFTUEVATCIGJR
RQEARNLPYFDENXWRXDIBHGF
ESSUIQKAPLUIZNBPKTAOPVQN
MBTICOIABCEKYKPSWDSETNVDW
DWIOUMQIZFRIAXPDDHWEGOXV
RKOUSAIUWBMIFLFTAEGIEAFXI
SPNSMPFISRNCGLOXAIRRSRGIZD
HABRAREUSVKGKOLQOBTSYAMH
EGKINPFFYGHZLYUFGEMLHTVWA
RHCVSYWEBQUREVVSRCGMADAAPF
QKUEIUVUUPHEMEGPTZQKALS
JPOTOWPSZOYSEIDUYACDVREDDJD
LMNENYWTDVCSRRNKWNHRFESM
EZNRKULGHLJDCQAKXWVTWZWHR
ZKISQIEIPSUEXUTQHNOWSNIPX

WORD BANK

Mysterious Mansion • Herbert Sherbert
Raucous Riveters • Blue River Creek
Perilous Pants • Questioneers
Citizens Park • Rosie Revere • Miss Greer
Ada Twist • Sofia Valdez • Iggy Peck
Think • Read • Question
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